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introducing

behr ® 2019
color of the year

BEHR’S COLOR OF THE YEAR IS A BLUEPRINT
FOR THE FUTURE OF COLOR.
Chosen for its universal appeal, Blueprint is a relaxed hue that feels honest and true,

blueprint
S470-5 M

tapping into the idea of shared experiences, peaceful environments and timeless relevance.
Blueprint is to be used on walls, ceilings and furniture. It can be layered with other blues
and supports a full range of earth tones from taupe to terracotta.
As an accent, Blueprint supports both luxurious jewel tones and dusty pastels.
We invite you to explore Blueprint and all of the other engaging colors in the
2019 Color Trends palette to enhance your home.

Erika Woelfel, Behr Color Expert

wall: BLUEPRINT S470-5M

Look for the One-Coat Hide icon. One-coat hide guaranteed when tinted into MARQUEE® paint. Limitations apply. For more information, visit www.behr.com/marqueeguarantee.
Denotes One-Coat hide when tinted into MARQUEE INTERIOR paint.

Denotes One-Coat hide when tinted into MARQUEE EXTERIOR paint.

color
binge

1

TREND INSIGHT: Embracing a full range of blue,
teal and gray is a key direction for 2019 trends.
Layer light and dark blues on walls, cabinets,
furniture and decor items for impactful results.
Brushes of metallic gold add a touch of luxe.

monochromatic

TECHNIQUE: PAINTED FURNITURE

TECHNIQUE: BRUSHED OMBRE STRIPES

Make a statement by painting your table and chairs a bold color.
Re-Create This Look: Behr.com/2019Trends

An evolution to the ombre wall, hand-brushed stripes
add interest to a small guest bath.
Watch How To Video: Behr.com/2019Trends
BLUEPRINT S470-5M

WATERY HDC-CT-26M

ANTIGUA M460-7 D

DARK NAVY S530-7 D

brushed stripes:
WATERY HDC-CT-26M
BLUEPRINT S470-5M
DARK NAVY S530-7 D

BLUE METAL HDC-AC-25D

wall: ANTIGUA M460-7D
trim: BLUE METAL HDC-AC-25D
furniture: BLUEPRINT S470-5M

Based on lighting and sheen selected,
applied paint may vary slightly from
color chip shown.

wall: WATERY HDC-CT-26M
island / hood: BLUEPRINT S470-5M
chairs: DARK NAVY S530-7 D
ceiling / trim: SWISS COFFEE 12U (see store display)

inspired
curation
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TREND INSIGHT: For 2019, jewel hues are cast
with an earthy richness. Lustrous mauve, dark
green and warm gold engage the senses and
enhance the personal appeal of any room.

jewel tones

TECHNIQUE: WALL PANELING

Texture and pattern take an accent wall to the next level.
Watch How To Video: Behr.com/2019Trends

BLUEPRINT S470-5M

ECOLOGICAL S380-6D

AMBER AUTUMN S290-5D

RAISIN IN THE SUN N120-6D

VINE LEAF N400-7D

front wall: BLUEPRINT S470-5M
back wall: VINE LEAF N400-7 D

Based on lighting and sheen selected,
applied paint may vary slightly from
color chip shown.

wall: RAISIN IN THE SUN N120-6D
fireplace: COTTON GREY HDC-NT-20U

ceiling: AMBER AUTUMN S290-5D
wall: ECOLOGICAL S380-6D
trim: SWISS COFFEE 12U (see store display)

3
earth tones

down to
earth

BLUEPRINT S470-5M

ELEPHANT SKIN PPU18-16M

wall: BLUEPRINT S470-5M
trim: SWISS COFFEE 12U (see store display)
MARS RED PPU2-11M

TREND INSIGHT: Although gray remains a key
neutral, warmer tones in taupe and brown are on
the rise. Blue + brown is an updated combination;
dusted brick is grounded yet refined by vintage
influences.

KINDLING N200-6D

body: ELEPHANT SKIN PPU18-16M
trim: KINDLING N200-6D
door: BLUEPRINT S470-5M

Based on lighting and sheen selected,
applied paint may vary slightly from
color chip shown.

wall: ELEPHANT SKIN PPU18-16M
fireplace: MARS RED PPU2-11M
trim: SWISS COFFEE 12U (see store display)

TECHNIQUE: CEILING ACCENT

4

Create a seamless look between wall and ceiling with a wide border.
Re-Create This Look: Behr.com/2019Trends

pastels

soft
focus

BLUEPRINT S470-5M

COTTON GREY HDC-NT-20U

door: BLUEPRINT S470-5M
siding: COTTON GREY HDC-NT-20U
bench: SAND DANCE S190-2U
STANDING OVATION N570-2M

TREND INSIGHT: Washes of color found in powder

blue, blush peach and tinted lilac are near-neutrals
that create relaxed, comfortable spaces. Matte
finishes emphasize the softness, while sleek
metallic accents raise the glamour factor.

SAND DANCE S190-2U

ceiling: COTTON GREY HDC-NT-20U
wall: STANDING OVATION N570-2M

Based on lighting and sheen selected,
applied paint may vary slightly from
color chip shown.

wall: SAND DANCE S190-2U
ceiling: COTTON GREY HDC-NT-20U

